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Abstract Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are a tremendous resource—that is, when they are stable. Several studies have shown that this is unfortunately not the case. Of those, a large-scale study of API changes in the Pharo Smalltalk ecosystem documented several findings about API deprecations and their impact on API clients. We extend this study, by analyzing clients of both popular third-party Java APIs and the JDK API. This results in a dataset consisting of more than 25,000 clients of five popular Java APIs on GitHub, and 60 clients of the JDK API from Maven Central. This work addresses several shortcomings of the previous study, namely: a study of several distinct API clients in a popular, statically-typed language, with more accurate version information. We compare and contrast our findings with the previous study and highlight new ones, particularly on the API client update practices and the startling similarities between reaction behavior in Smalltalk and Java. We make a comparison between reaction behavior for third-party APIs and JDK APIs, given that language APIs are a peculiar case in terms of wide-spread usage, documentation, and support from IDEs. Furthermore, we investigate the connection between reaction patterns of a client and the deprecation policy adopted by the API used.
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1 Introduction

An Application Programming Interface (API) is a definition of functionalities provided by a library or framework made available to other developers, as such. APIs promote the reuse of existing software systems (Johnson and Foote 1988). In his landmark essay “No Silver Bullet” (Brooks 1975), Brooks argued that reuse of existing software was one of the most promising attacks on the essence of the complexity of programming: “The most radical possible solution for constructing software is not to construct it at all.”

Revisiting the essay three decades later (Fraser et al. 2007), Brooks found that indeed, reuse remains the most promising attack on essential complexity. APIs enable this: To cite a single example, we found at least 15,000 users of the Spring API (Sawant and Bacchelli 2016).

However, reuse comes with the cost of dependency on other components. This is not an issue when said components are stable. But evidence shows that APIs are not always stable: The Java standard API for instance has an extensive deprecated API.1 Deprecation is a mechanism employed by API developers to indicate that certain features are obsolete and that they will be removed in a future release. API developers often deprecate features, and when replace them with new ones, changes can break the client’s code. Studies such as Dig and Johnson’s (2005) found that API changes breaking client code are common.

The usage of a deprecated feature can be potentially harmful. Features may be marked as deprecated because they are not thread safe, there is a security flaw, or are going to be replaced by a superior feature. The inherent danger of using a feature that has been marked as obsolete may be good enough motivation for developers to transition to the replacement feature.

Besides the aforementioned dangers, using deprecated features can also lead to reduced code quality, and therefore to increased maintenance costs. With deprecation being a maintenance issue, we would like to see if API clients actually react to deprecated features of an API.

Robbes et al. conducted the largest study of the impact of deprecation on API clients (Robbes et al. 2012), investigating deprecated methods in the Squeak (Ingalls et al. 1997) and Pharo (Black et al. 2009) software ecosystems. This study mined more than 2,600 Smalltalk projects hosted on the SqueakSource platform (Lienhard and Renggli 2005). They investigated whether the popularity of deprecated methods either increased, decreased or did not change after deprecation.

Robbes et al. found that API changes caused by deprecation can have a major impact on the studied ecosystems, and that a small percentage of the projects actually reacts to an API deprecation. Out of the projects that do react, most systematically replace the calls to deprecated features with those recommended by API developers. Surprisingly, this was done despite API developers in Smalltalk not documenting their changes as good as one would expect.

The main limitation of this study is being focused on a niche programming community i.e., Pharo. This resulted in a small dataset with information from only 2600 projects in

1 see http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/deprecated-list.html
the entire ecosystem. Additionally, with Smalltalk being a dynamically typed language, the authors had to rely on heuristics to identify the reaction to deprecated API features.

We conduct a non-exact replication (Juzgado and Vegas 2011) of the previous Smalltalk (Robbes et al. 2012) study, also striving to overcome its limitations. We position this study as an explorative study that has no pre-conceived notion as to what is correct behavior with respect to reaction to deprecation. To that end we study the reactions of more than 25,000 clients of 5 different APIs, using the statically-typed Java language; we also collect accurate API version information. The API clients analyzed in this study are open-source projects we collected on the GitHub social coding platform (http://www.github.com 2017).

Furthermore, we also investigate the special case of the Java Development Kit API (JDK), which may present peculiarities, because of its role popularity and tailored integration with most IDEs. For example, due to these features developers might be more likely to react to deprecation in the API of the language, as opposed to deprecations in an API that they use. To perform this analysis, we collect data from Maven Central (which allows for a more reliable way to collect JDK version data). We collected data from 56,410 projects and their histories, out of which we analyze 60 projects (selected to reduce the size of data to be processed) to see how they dealt with deprecated API elements in Java’s standard APIs.

Our results confirm that only a small fraction of clients react to deprecation. In fact, in the case of the JDK clients, only 4 are affected and all 4 of these introduce calls to deprecated entities at the time of usage. Out of those, systematic reactions are rare and most clients prefer to delete the call made to the deprecated entity as opposed to replacing it with the suggested alternative one. This happens despite the carefully crafted documentation accompanying most deprecated entities.

One of the more interesting phenomena that the we observed was that out of the 5 APIs for which we observed the reaction pattern, we see that each of the APIs has its own way in which it deprecates features, which then has an impact on the client. APIs such as Spring appear to deprecate their features in a more conservative manner and thus impact very few clients. On the other hand, Guava appears to constantly making changes to their API, thus forcing their clients to deal with deprecation in the API, at the risk of having clients not upgrading to the latest version of the API. Given these patterns that we observed, we investigate whether we can categorize APIs based on the strategy they use when deprecating features. To this end we look at 50 popular Java APIs, and develop heuristics characterizing how these APIs deprecate features.

2 Methodology

We define the research questions and describe our research method contrasting it with the study we expand upon (Robbes et al. 2012).

2.1 Research Questions

To better contrast our results with the previous study on Smalltalk, we try to maintain the same research questions as the original work whenever possible.

The aim of these research questions is similar to the original paper and they aim to determine (1) whether deprecation of an API artifact affects API clients, (2) whether API clients do react to deprecation and (3), and to understand if immediately actionable information can be derived to alleviate the problem. To do this, we find out how often a deprecated entity impacts API clients and how these clients deal with it.
Given the additional information at our disposal in this paper, we add two novel research questions (RQ0 and RQ6). RQ0 aims to understand the API version upgrade behavior of API clients and RQ6 looks at the impact of various deprecation policies on the reaction of API clients. Furthermore, we alter the original order and partially change the methodology we use to answer the research questions; this leads to some differences in the formulation. The research questions we investigate are:

RQ0: What API versions do clients use?
RQ1: How does API method deprecation affect clients?
RQ2: What is the scale of reaction in affected clients?
RQ3: What proportion of deprecations does affect clients?
RQ4: What is the time-frame of reaction in affected clients?
RQ5: Do affected clients react similarly?
RQ6: How are clients impacted by API deprecation policies?

2.2 Research Method, Contrasted with the Previous Study

Robbes et al. analyzed projects hosted on the SqueakSource platform, which used the Monticello versioning system. The dataset contained 7 years of evolution of more than 2600 systems, which collectively had over 3000 contributors. They identified 577 deprecated methods and 186 deprecated classes. The results were informative, but this previous study had several shortcomings that we address. We describe the methodology to collect the data for this study by describing it at increasingly finer granularity: Starting from the selection of the subject systems to detecting the use of versions, methods, and deprecations. In this work, the methodologies for the collection of Third-party API usage and JDK API usage is different, and these differences are reflected in Figs. 1 and 2.

For Third-Party APIs, we select candidate APIs based on their popularity (Fig. 1, top left); we then build the list of their clients (Fig. 1, bottom left), keeping only active projects; finally, for each project, we locate the usages of individual API elements in successive version of these projects (Fig. 1, right).

![Fig. 1 Methodology used to mine data from Third-party API clients](image-url)
For the JDK, every Java project is essentially a client. We first select a diverse sample of Java projects from Maven Central to study. We then download successive compiled version of these systems from Maven Central (Fig. 2, left), before analyzing the bytecode to infer both the JDK version used to compile it, and the use of JDK features (Fig. 2, right).

2.2.1 System Source

The original study was conducted on the Squeak and Pharo ecosystems found on SqueakSource, thus the set of systems that were investigated was relatively small. To overcome this limitation, we focus on a mainstream ecosystem: Java projects hosted on the social coding platform GitHub and in Maven central. Java is the most popular programming language according to various rankings (http://www.tiobe.com/tiobeindex2017; http://pypl.github.io2017), GitHub is the most popular and largest hosting service (Gousios et al. 2014) and Maven Central is the largest store of JAR files (Raemaekers et al. 2014).

Third-party APIs (Fig. 1, top left). Our criteria for selection of APIs includes popularity, reliability, and variety: We measure popularity in terms of number of clients each API has on GitHub and select from the top 20 as identified by the fine-GRAPE dataset (Sawant and Bacchelli2015). We ensure reliability by picking APIs that are regularly developed and maintained i.e., those that have at least 10 commits in a 6 week period before the data has been collected. We select APIs pertaining to different domains. These criteria ensure that the APIs result in a representative evolution history, do not introduce confounding factors due to poor management, and do not limit the types of clients.

We limit our study to Java projects that use the Maven build system because Maven based projects use Project Object Model (POM) files to specify and manage the API dependencies that the project refers to. We searched for POM files in the master branch of Java projects and found approximately 42,000 Maven based projects on GitHub. By parsing their POM files, we obtained all the APIs they depend on. We then created a ranking of the most popular APIs, which we used to guide our choice of APIs to investigate.

This selection step results in the choice of 5 APIs, namely: Easymock (2016), Guava (2016), Guice (2016), Hibernate (2016), and Spring (2016). The first 6 columns of Table 1 provide additional information on these APIs.

JDK APIs. Clients of the JDK are not necessarily hard to find, GitHub alone contains 879,265 Java based projects. However, we are interested in accurately inferring the version of the JDK being used and whether these clients react to the deprecation of features in various versions of the JDK. This is not a trivial endeavor, given that Java source
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inception</th>
<th>Releases</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>clients Invocations</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EasyMock</td>
<td>A testing framework that allows for the mocking of Java objects during testing</td>
<td>Feb 06</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>38,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>A collections API that provides data structures that are an extension to the datastructures already present in the Java SDK. Examples of these new datastructures includes: multimaps, multisets and bitmaps</td>
<td>Apr 10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>14,828</td>
<td>3013</td>
<td>1,148,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guice</td>
<td>A dependency injection library created by Google</td>
<td>Jun 07</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>59,097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>A framework for mapping an object oriented domain to a relational database domain. We focus on the core and entitymanager projects under the hibernate banner</td>
<td>Nov 08</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2037</td>
<td>11,625</td>
<td>6038</td>
<td>196,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>A framework that provides an Inversion of Control(IoC) container, which allows developers to access Java objects with the help of reflection. We choose to focus on just the spring-core, spring-context and spring-test modules due to their popularity</td>
<td>Feb 07</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5376</td>
<td>41,948</td>
<td>15,003</td>
<td>19,894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
code files do not specify the version of Java that they are meant for. To overcome this challenge, we use the Java Archive (JAR) files of projects that were released to Maven Central.

Maven Central is the central repository for all libraries that can be used by Maven based projects. It is one of the largest stores of JAR files, where most small and large organizations release their source code in built form. JAR files consist of class files, which are a result of compiling Java source code. These class files contain metadata on the version of the JDK being used. Thus, making JAR files an appropriate source of data for JDK clients, given that version resolution can be done in it.

### 2.2.2 Selection of Main Subjects

We select the main subjects of this study:

**Third-party APIs** (Fig. 1, bottom left) To select the clients of APIs introducing deprecated methods, we use the aforementioned analysis of the POM files. We refine our process using the GHTorrent dataset (Gousios 2013), to select only active projects. We also remove clients that had not been actively maintained in the 6 months preceding our data collection, to eliminate ‘dead’ or ‘stagnating’ projects. We totaled 25,357 projects that refer to one or more of 5 aforementioned popular APIs. The seventh column in Table 1 provides an overview of the clients selected, by API.

**JDK APIs** (Fig. 2, left) At the time of data collection, Maven Central included 1,297,604 JAR files pertaining to 150,326 projects that build and release their code on the central repository. Analyzing all these projects would pose serious technical challenges, thus, we produced a selection criterium to reduce the number of projects, while preserving representativeness.

As a first step to filter our project list, we decide to eliminate those projects that have 4 or fewer releases on Maven Central. Projects that have had so few releases are not likely to have changed the version of the JDK that they use to compile their codebase, thus rendering them uninteresting to our current purpose. Performing this elimination step leaves us with 56,410 projects and 1,144,134 JARs that we can analyze. All these JAR files for each of the projects is downloaded, unzipped and all method invocations is stored in a database.

Despite having this amount of data, we cannot process all projects for the purpose of this paper, thus, as a further step of filtering we use the technique outlined by Nagappan et al. (2013) to sample our set of projects, creating a small and representative dataset of diverse projects to analyze. The technique allows for the creation of a diverse and representative sample set of projects that likely cover the entire spectrum of projects. They define coverage as:

\[
\text{coverage} = \frac{|U_{pe}P(|q|\text{similar}(p, q))|}{|U|}
\]

Here \(U\) is the universe of projects from which a selection is to be made. \(P\) is the set of dimensions along which these projects can be classified. A similarity score is computed for all projects based on the defined dimensions of the entire universe. The algorithm keeps adding projects to the subset that increases the similarity score until a coverage of 100% is achieved.
For our analysis, we define the following dimensions to model the projects:

- **Number of versions released**: The higher the number of versions released by a project, the more likely the project has made a change in the version of the JDK (or any other API) that it uses.
- **Median version release time**: Projects with a lower median release time, release new versions more often than those with a high inter-release period. This distinction is important because projects that release often might not actually react to deprecation due to the cost involved, on the other hand, projects with long inter-release time spans might have a lot of time at their disposal to fix their code.
- **Lifespan of the project**: Projects that have lasted a long time (e.g., Spring which has been around for 13 years) have more of a chance of having used multiple versions of Java and being affected by deprecation due to upgrading the version of the JDK being used, as opposed to those projects that are young.
- **Number of classes**: Projects that are larger (those that have more classes) might have a different reaction pattern to those that are smaller, measuring the number of classes allows us to make this distinction.
- **Starting version**: Projects that start with a more recent version of the JDK might not be affected by deprecation as opposed to those that use an old version of Java.

Nagappan et al. provide R scripts implementing their project selection technique. We ran these scripts with our dimensions of interest as input and collected a list of 60 diverse projects that cover the entire space of projects (100% coverage). We thus use these 60 projects for our analysis of client’s reactions to deprecation in entities of the JDK API.

### 2.2.3 API Version Usage

Explicit library dependencies are rarely mentioned in Smalltalk. There are several ways to specify these dependencies, often programmatically and not declaratively (for instance, Smalltalk does not use import statements as Java does). Thus, detecting and analyzing dependencies between projects requires heuristics (Lungu et al. 2010). In contrast, Maven projects specify their dependencies explicitly and declaratively: We can thus determine the API version a project depends on. Hence, we can answer more questions, such as if projects freeze or upgrade their dependencies. This is more complicated in the case of JDK clients, as the version definition is not explicit. To overcome this flaw, we use an alternative data source (Maven Central) such that all information at our disposal can be considered accurate.

**Third-party APIs.** We only consider projects that encode specific versions of APIs, or unspecified versions (which are resolved to the latest API version at that date). We do not consider ranges of versions because very few projects use those (84 for all 5 APIs, while we include 25,357 API dependencies to these 5 APIs). In addition, few projects use unspecified API versions (269 of the 25,357, which we do include).

**JDK APIs.** (Fig. 2, right) Accurate resolution of the version of the Java API is a challenge on its own, since there is no easy way to find out the version of the JDK being used by a Java project by only inspecting the source code. However, there are three techniques that can be used and these are outlined below:

1. Projects that use maven sometimes use the maven compiler plugin in the POM file. This plugin allows the specification of the version of Java that is being used in the
source code and the bytecode version to which this source code is to be compiled. Often these versions can be the same, there is no hard requirement for them to be different. One can download all the POM files and parse them to find the usage of this plugin and see what version of Java is being used.

2. The Java JDK has evolved over time. With every new version, new features have been introduced. These features are incompatible with older versions of the JDK. However, these features are forward compatible, thus ensuring that anyone using that feature must either use the version of the JDK in which the feature was introduced or a later version. Thus, based on the language features being used one can ascertain a range of JDKs that may have been used to compile a certain file. Also, cross-referencing the date of usage of the feature with the date of JDK releases could allow us to narrow the range. Overall, this would give us a small range of versions that might have been used.

3. The previous two approaches both rely on parsing the source code to extract the usage of the Java features and to estimate the version of the JDK being used. However, the most reliable way to infer the version of Java being used is to look at the compiled class files of the source code. These class files contain a two-digit integer header that specifies the version of the JDK that was used to compile it, e.g., a class header could be 50, which implies that the class was compiled using JDK 1.6.

We tried the first method outlined above to resolve the version of the JDK being used. However, when we looked at 135,739 POM files that we managed to download from GitHub, we found that only 7722 files used the maven compiler plugin. In the larger context, this was a very small number of files that specified the version of the JDK. Thus, we found this option nonviable.

The second method can at times result in an inaccurate resolution of the version being used. This would make it hard to answer the research questions we have with the same accuracy as for the clients of the 5 Java APIs, hence we decided against using it.

Reading the compiled version of a class is the most accurate way to infer the version of the JDK being used by a Java project. However, this would imply that we would have to compile all the Java based project at our disposal. Even with these projects using the Maven build tool, this task is problematic. First, there is a chance that the dependencies specified in the POM file might relate to certain internal dependencies that are hosted by the project’s developers and are not publicly available. Second, some of these POM files might use a PGP key to verify the authenticity of the dependencies being used, and this key is not available to us. Third, often the projects on GitHub do not ship with tests that work in all environments and they might need a certain testing environment to work properly, without which the Maven build fails. Fourth, it is very time-consuming to compile every version of every file to get its class file.

With the limitations of compiling GitHub based Java projects, we found an alternative source of Java based data; Maven central. Maven Central is the standard repository host for Java projects. Here developers release their projects as libraries such that others can use them. These projects are in the form of Java Archive (JAR) files that contain class files. We find this to be an appropriate source of data, given that there are 150,326 distinct projects released on Maven Central with 1,297,604 JAR files associated with them. These JAR files can be unpacked to parse the usage of Java features and at the same time ascertain the version of the JDK that was used to compile the source code.
2.2.4 Fine-Grained Method/Annotation Usage

Due to the lack of explicit type information in Smalltalk, there is no way of actually knowing if a specific class is referenced and whether the method invocation found is actually from that referenced class. This does not present an issue when it comes to method invocations on methods that have unique names in the ecosystem. However, in the case of methods that have common names such as `toString` or `name` or `item`, this can lead to some imprecise results. In the previous study, Robbes et al. resorted to a manual analysis of the reactions to an API change but had to discard cases which were too noisy.

Third-party APIs. (Fig. 1, right) In this study, Java’s static type system addresses this issue without the need for a tedious, and conservative manual analysis. On the other hand, Java APIs can be used in various manners. In Guava, actual method invocations are made on object instances of the Guava API classes, as one would expect. However, in Guice, clients use annotations to invoke API functionality, resulting in a radically different interaction model. These API usage variabilities must be considered.

While mining for API usage we must ensure that we connect a method invocation or annotation usage to the parent class to which it belongs. There are multiple approaches that can be taken to mining the usage data from source code. The first uses pattern matching to match a method name and the import in a Java file to find what API a certain method invocation belongs to. The second uses the tool PPA (Dagenais and Hendren 2008) which can work on partial programs and find the usage of a certain method of an API. The third builds the code of a client project and then parse the bytecode to find type-resolved invocations. Finally, the fourth uses the Eclipse JDT AST parser to mine type-resolved invocations from a source code file. We created a method, fine-GRAPE, based on the last approach (Sawant and Bacchelli 2015, 2016) that meets the following requirements:2 (1) fine-GRAPE handles the large-scale data in GitHub, (2) it does not depend on building the client code, (3) it results in a type-checked API usage dataset, (4) it collects explicit version usage information, and (5) it processes the whole history of each client.

JDK API. (Fig. 2, right) In the case of JDK clients, we look at class files that are retrieved from JAR files. These class files contain accurate API usage information. This information can be parsed using the ASM (2016) library, which uses the visitor pattern to visit a class file. For each class, we extract information on the version of the JDK being used, the annotations used in the class, and the method invocations made. For each of the method invocations, we have accurate information on the class that the method belongs to, the parameters and type of parameters being passed to the method, and what the expected return value is. Overall, we ensure that while parsing the JDK clients we obtain an accurate representation of usage of the JDK.

2.3 Detect Deprecation

In Smalltalk, users insert a call to a deprecation method in the body of the deprecated method. This call often indicates which feature replaces the deprecated call. However, there is no IDE support. The IDE does not indicate to developers that the feature being used is deprecated. Instead, calls to deprecated methods output runtime warnings.

2More details on fine-GRAPE can be found in our prior work (Sawant and Bacchelli 2016).
In contrast, Java provides two different mechanisms to mark a feature as deprecated. The first is the \texttt{@deprecated} annotation provided in the Javadoc specification. This annotation is generally used to mark an artifact as deprecated in the documentation of the code. This feature is present in Java since JDK version 1.1. Since this annotation is purely for documentation purposes, there is no provision for it to be used in compiler level warnings. This is reflected in the Java Language Specification (JLS). However, the standard Sun JDK compiler does issue a warning to a developer when it encounters the usage of an artifact that has been marked as deprecated using this mechanism. More recently, JDK 1.5 introduced a second mechanism to mark an artifact as deprecated with a source code annotation called \texttt{@Deprecated} (The same JDK introduced the use of source code annotations).

This annotation is a compiler directive to define that an artifact is deprecated. This feature is part of the Java Language Specification; as such any Java compiler supports it. It is now common practice to use both annotations when marking a certain feature as deprecated. The first is used so that developers can indicate in the Javadoc the reasons behind the deprecation of the artifact and the suggested replacement. The other is now the standard way in which Java marks features as deprecated.

To identify the deprecated features, we first download the different versions of the APIs used by the clients from the Maven central server. These APIs are in the form of Java Archive (JAR) files, containing the compiled classes of the API source. We use the ASM (2016) class file parsing library to parse all the classes and their respective methods. Whenever an instance of the \texttt{@Deprecated} annotation is found we mark the entity it refers to as deprecated and stores this in our database. Since our approach only detects compiler annotations, we do not handle the Javadoc tag. See the threats to validity section for a discussion of this. We also do not handle methods that were removed from the API without warning, as these are out of the scope of this study.

3 RQ0: What API Versions do Clients Use?

Our first research question seeks to investigate the popularity of API versions and to understand the behavior of the clients toward version change. This sets the ground for the subsequent research questions.

We start considering all the available versions of each API and measure the popularity in terms of how many clients were actually using it at the time of our data collection. In the example in Fig. 3, we would count popularity as 1 for v7, 2 for v6, and 2 for v4. The column ‘number of clients’ in Table 1 specifies the absolute number of clients per each API and Fig. 4 reports the version popularity results, by API.

**Third-party APIs.** The general trend shows that a large number of clients use different versions of the APIs and that there is significant fragmentation between the versions (especially in the case of Hibernate, where the top three versions are used by less than 25% of the clients). Further, the general trend is that older versions of the APIs are more popular.

This initial result may indicate that clients have a delayed upgrading behavior, which could be related with how they deal with maintenance and deprecated methods. For this reason, we analyze whether the clients updated or never updated their dependencies. In the example in Fig. 3, we count three clients who upgraded version in their history. If projects update we measure how long they took to do so (time between the release of the new version of the API in Maven central and when the project’s POM file is updated).
Table 2 summarizes the results. Most clients freeze to one version of the API they use. This holds for all the APIs except for Spring, whose clients have at least one update in 74% of the cases. In terms of time to update, the median is lower for clients of APIs that
have more clients updating, such as Hibernate and Spring. In general, update time varies considerably—we will come back to this in RQ3.

**JDK API.** When doing this analysis, we notice one anomaly: two of the projects we analyzed have no bytecode associated with it. This is because the developers who released these projects to Maven central, released them only as Javadoc JAR files, without source code files. During our data collection process, we ensured that anything marked as Javadoc was not downloaded, however, in the case of these projects they were not marked as Javadoc but as source files. This seems to indicate that a non-negligible amount of Maven Central JAR files are not particularly useful or do not provide source code in some way. From this point forward, we discard the two projects made only of Javadoc and continue focusing on the 58 projects for which we do have the source code.

The clients are evenly distributed among versions 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8. Java 1.5 lags behind these three other versions, but despite being more than 13 years old, 11 clients adopt it. The number of clients using Java 1.6 is 18; despite that, there have been several years for Java clients to update to Java 1.7 (released in 2011) or Java 1.8 (2014).

Only 19 out of the 58 clients ever change the version of Java that is being used. The median time to update is almost 5 years; this is to be expected since Java has few major releases in any given timespan.

### 4 RQ1: How does API Method Deprecation Affect Clients?

Answering RQ0, we found that most clients do not adopt new API versions. We now focus on the clients that use deprecated methods and on whether and how they react to deprecation.

**Affected by Deprecation** From the data, we classify clients into 4 categories, which we describe referring to Fig. 3:

- **Unaffected:** These clients never use a deprecated method. None of the clients in Fig. 3 belong to this category.
- **Potentially affected:** These clients do not use any deprecated method, but should they upgrade their version, they would be affected. Client 1 in Fig. 3 belongs to this category.
- **Affected:** These clients use a method which is already in a deprecated state, but do not change the API version throughout their history. It happens in the case of Client 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Updated clients</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easymock</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guice</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>2454</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>11,112</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDK</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>1507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- **Affected and changing version**: These clients use at least one method which gets deprecated after updating the API version being used. Clients 3, 4, and 5 belong to this category.

Figure 5 reports the breakdown of the clients in the four categories.

**Third-party APIs.** Across all third-party APIs, most clients never use any deprecated method throughout their entire history. This is particularly surprising in the case of Hibernate, as it deprecated most of its methods (we discuss this in RQ3). Clients affected by deprecation vary from more than 20% for Easymock and Guava to less than 10% for Hibernate and almost 0% for Spring. Of these clients, less than one third also change their API version, thus highlighting a stationary behavior of clients with respect to API usage, despite our selection of active projects.

**Common reactions to deprecation.** We investigate how ‘Affected and changing version’ clients deal with deprecation. We exclude ‘Affected’ clients, which do not have strong incentives to fix a deprecation warning if they do not update their API, as the method is still functional in their version.

71% and 65% of ‘Affected and changing version’ clients of Easymock and Guava react to deprecated entities. For Hibernate and Spring, we see 31% and 32% of clients that react. For all the APIs, the number of clients that fix all calls made to a deprecated entity is between 16% and 22%. Out of the clients that react, we find that at the method level, the most popular reaction is to delete the reference to the deprecated method (median of 50% to 67% for Easymock, Guava and Hibernate and 100% for Spring). We define as ‘deletion’ a reaction in which the deprecated entity is removed and no new invocation to the same API is added.

Some Hibernate and Guava clients roll back to a previous version where the entity is not yet deprecated. Easymock, Guava, and Hibernate clients tend to replace deprecated entities.
calls with other calls to the same API, however, this number is small. In contrast to what one would expect as a reaction to deprecation (due to the semantics of the deprecation warning), a vast majority of projects (95 to 100%) add calls to deprecated API elements, despite the deprecation being already in place. This concerns even clients that migrate all their deprecated API elements later on.

The strange case of Guice. We analyzed all the Guice clients and looked for usage of a deprecated annotation or method, however, we find that none of the projects have ever used deprecated entities. The reason is that Guice does not have many methods or annotations that have been deprecated since it follows a very aggressive deprecation policy. In Guice, methods are removed from the API without being deprecated previously. We observed this behavior in the Pharo ecosystem as well and studied it separately (Hora et al. 2015). In our next research questions (RQ2–RQ5), thus, we do not analyze Guice, as the deprecations are not explicitly marked. However, we do not remove Guice from our study to keep it organic and contrast the deprecation policy it uses with that of other APIs in RQ6.

JDK API. We see a surprising trend in the case of the Java clients, as also reported on the rightmost bar in Fig. 5. Only 4 out of 58 projects are affected by deprecation. Also, none of these projects are among those that change the version of the API that they use; this implies that at the time of usage of the deprecated feature, the client already knew that it was deprecated.

5 RQ2: What is the Scale of Reaction in Affected Clients?

The work of Robbes et al. (2012) measures the reactions of individual API changes in terms of commits and developers affected. Having exact API dependency information, we can measure API evolution on a per-API basis, rather than per-API element. Hence, we can measure the magnitude of the changes necessary between two API versions in terms of the number of methods calls that need to be updated between two versions. Another measure of the difficulty of the task is the number of different deprecated methods one must react to: It seems reasonable to think that adapting to 10 usages of the same deprecation is easier than reacting to 10 usages of 10 different deprecated methods.

Third-party APIs. We consider both ‘actual reactions’ and ‘potential ones’. Actual reactions. We measure the scale of the actual reactions to API changes. We count separately reactions to the same deprecated method and the number of single reactions. In Fig. 3, client 3, after upgrading to v5 and before upgrading to v6, makes two modifications to statements including the deprecated method ‘boo’. We count these as two reactions to deprecation but count one unique deprecated method. We consider that client 5 reacts to deprecation when rolling back from v5 to v4: We count one reaction and one unique deprecated method.

We focus on the upper half of the distribution (median, upper quartile, 95th percentile, and maximum), to assess the critical cases; we expect the effort needed in the bottom half to be low. Table 3 reports the results. The first column reports the absolute number of non-frozen affected clients that reacted. The scale of reaction varies: Most of the clients react to less than a dozen of statements with a single unique deprecated method involved. Spring stands out with 31 median number of statements with reactions and 17 median
number of unique deprecated methods involved. Outliers invest more heavily in reacting to deprecated methods. As seen next, this may explain the reluctance of some projects to update.

**Potential reactions.** Since a large portion of projects do not react, we investigated how much work was accumulating should they wish to update their dependencies. We thus counted the number of updates that a project would need to perform to render their code base compliant with the latest version of the API (i.e., removing all deprecation warnings). In Fig. 3, the only client that is potentially affected by deprecation is client 1, which would have two statements needing reaction (i.e., those involving the method ‘foo’) and one unique deprecated method is involved.

As before, we focus on the upper half of the distribution. Table 4 reports the results. In this case, the first column reports the absolute number of clients that would need a reaction. We notice that most of the clients use two or less unique deprecated methods. However, they would generally need to react to a higher number of statements, compared to the clients that reacted reported in Table 3, except for those using Spring.

Overall, if the majority of projects would not need to invest a large effort to upgrade to the latest version, a significant minority of projects would need to update a lot of methods. This can explain their reluctance to do so. However, this situation, if left unchecked—as is the case now—can and does grow out of control, especially if these APIs start removing the deprecated features. If there is a silver lining, it is that the number of unique methods to update is generally low, hence the adaptations can be systematic. Outliers would have several unique methods to adapt to.

**JDK API.** We consider only ‘potential reactions’ in the case of the JDK API, as there can be no ‘actual reactions’. We analyzed all the 58 clients, fast-forwarding them through all the JDK APIs version to see whether they would be affected by deprecation, should they

---

**Table 3** Scale of actual clients’ reaction to method deprecation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-frozen affected clients that reacted</th>
<th>Statements with reaction (unique deprecated methods involved)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easymock</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 4** Scale of potential clients’ reaction to method deprecation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clients potentially needing reaction</th>
<th>Statements potentially needing reaction (unique deprecated methods involved)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easymock</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
upgrade. We found that none of these clients would be affected in the event that they would all upgrade to the latest version of the JDK. In other words, none of the analyzed clients use features that have been deprecated in newer versions of Java.

Overall, reflecting on the reasons why deprecation has almost zero impact on these clients (answers to RQ0, RQ1, and RQ2), we can hypothesize that the tight integration of the JDK API in the most popular IDEs and the amount of documentation available to aid a developer in selecting the most appropriate API feature play a role on the facts we encountered. For the purpose of this study, we cannot continue with the other research questions (except for RQ6, in which we cluster the API deprecation behavior of JDK API) given that there is no reaction data to be analyzed; however, we discuss (Section 11.2) on why we found such a low number of clients affected by deprecation in the case of the JDK API.

6 RQ3: What Proportion of Deprecations does Affect Clients?

The previous research question shows that most of the actual and potential reactions of third-party API clients to method deprecations involve a few unique methods. This does not tell us how these methods are distributed across all the deprecated API methods. We compute the proportion of deprecated methods clients use.

In Fig. 3, there is at least one usage of deprecated methods ‘boo’ and ‘foo’, while there is no usage of ‘goo’. In this case, we would count 3 unique deprecated methods, of which one is never used by clients.

Table 5 summarizes the results, including the proportion of deprecated methods per API over the total count of methods and the count of how many of these deprecated methods are used by clients. APIs such as for Guava, Spring, or Hibernate have more than 1,000 deprecations. For Hibernate, 65% of unique methods get eventually deprecated, indicating that this API makes a heavy usage of this Java feature. The proportion of deprecated methods that affect clients is, around 10% in all 4 of the APIs.

7 RQ4: What is the Time-Frame of Reaction in Affected Clients?

We investigate the amount of time it takes for a method to become deprecated (‘time to deprecation’) and the period of time developers take to react to it (‘time to react’) to see if developers react as soon as they notice that a feature they are using is deprecated. The former is defined as the interval between the introduction of the call and when it was deprecated, as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Deprecations methods affecting clients, by API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique deprecated methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defined by API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count (% over total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easymock</td>
<td>124 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>1479 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>7591 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>1320 (3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seen in client 3 (Fig. 3); the latter is the amount of time between the reaction to a deprecation and when it was deprecated (clients 3 and 5).

**Time to Deprecation** We analyzed the ‘time to deprecation’ for each of the instances where we found a deprecated entity. The median time for all API clients is 0 days: Most of the introductions of deprecated method calls happen when clients already know they are deprecated. In other words, when clients introduce a call to a deprecated entity, that they know a priori that the entity is already deprecated. This seems to indicate that clients do not mind using deprecated features.

**Time to React** Figure 6 reports the time it takes clients to react to a method deprecation, once it is visible. We see that, for most clients across all APIs, the median reaction time is 0 days for Guava, Hibernate, and Spring, while for Easymock it is 25 days. A reaction time of 0 days can indicate that most deprecated method invocations are reacted upon on the same day the call was either introduced or marked as deprecated. To confirm this, we looked a little deeper at 20 of these cases to see why the reaction time is 0 days. We see that in all of the cases the developers have upgraded a version of the API they use, this leads to them noticing that a feature they use is now deprecated. They react to this deprecation immediately after the upgrade in version, thus resulting in a reaction time of 0 days.

Barring outliers, reaction times for Hibernate and Spring are in the third quartiles, being at 0 and 2.5 days. Reaction times are longer for clients of Guava and Easymock, with an upper quartile of 47 and 200 days respectively. Outliers have a long reaction time, in the order of hundreds of days. We looked individually at the 9 outliers that have a reaction time in excess of 300 days. Distilling the actual rationale behind a change is non-trivial. We look at the commit messages and any kind of code comments that might exist. Only one commit

![Reaction Time](image)

**Fig. 6** Days taken by clients to react to a method deprecation once visible
message actually references the fact that a deprecated entity was being reacted to. The other 8 commit messages do not add any information. We also do not see any code comments that might explain the rationale. We can at best speculate that the reaction to deprecation takes place as part of a general code cleanup act.

8 RQ5: Do Affected Clients React Similarly?

This research question seeks to investigate the behavior of third-party API clients when it comes to replacement reactions.

Such an analysis allows us to ascertain whether an approach inspired by Schäfer et al.’s (2008) would work on the clients in our sample. Their approach recommends API changes to a client based on common, or systematic patterns in the evolution of other clients of the same API.

8.1 Consistency of Replacements

There is no definite way to identify if a new call made to the API is a replacement for the original deprecated call, so we rely on a heuristic: We analyze the co-change relationships in each class file across all the projects; if we find a commit where a client removes a usage of a deprecated method (e.g., add(String)) and adds a reference to another method in the same API (e.g., add(String, Integer)), this new method invocation is a possible replacement for the original deprecated entity. A drawback is that in-house replacements or replacements from other competing APIs cannot be identified. Nonetheless, we compute the frequencies of these co-change relationships to find whether clients react uniformly to a deprecation.

We found that Easymock clients show no systematic transitions: There are only 3 distinct methods for which we see replacements and the highest frequency of the co-change relationships is 34%. For Guava, we find 23 API replacements; in 17% of the cases there is a systematic transition i.e., there is only one way in which a deprecated method is replaced by clients. Spring clients only react by deleting deprecated entities instead of replacing them, resulting in no information on replacements of features. In the case of Hibernate clients, we find only 4 distinct methods where replacements were made. There were no systematic replacements and the maximum frequency is 75%.

Since API replacements are rather uncommon in our dataset, with the exception of Guava clients, we find that while an approach such as the one of Schäfer et al. could conceptually be quite useful, we would not be able to implement it in our case due to the small amount of replacement data.

8.2 Quality of documentation.

Very few clients react to deprecation by actually replacing the deprecated call with one that is not deprecated. This led us to question the quality of the documentation of these APIs. Ideally one would like to have a clear explanation of the correct replacement for a deprecated method, as in the Javadoc reported in Fig. 7. However, the results we obtained made us hypothesize otherwise. We systematically inspected the Javadoc to see whether deprecated features had documentation on why the feature was deprecated and whether there was an indication of appropriate replacement (or if a replacement is needed).
We perform a manual analysis to analyze the quality of the API documentations. For Guava, we investigate all 104 deprecated methods that had an impact on clients; for EasyMock, we look at all 16 deprecated methods that had an impact on clients; for Spring and Hibernate, we inspected a sample of methods (100 each) that have an impact on the clients.

In Easymock, 15 of the 16 deprecated methods are instance creation methods, whose deprecation message directs the reader to use a Builder pattern instead of these methods. The last deprecation message is the only one with a rationale and is also the most problematic: the method is incompatible with Java version 7 since its more conservative compiler does not accept it; no replacement is given.

In Guava, 61 messages recommend a replacement, 39 of which state that the method is no longer needed and hence can be safely deleted, and 5 deprecated methods do not have a message. Guava is also the API with the most diverse deprecation messages. Most messages that state a method is no longer needed are rather cryptic (“no need to use this”). On the other hand, several messages have more precise rationales, such as stating that functionality is being redistributed to other classes. Others provide several alternative recommendations and detailed instructions and one method provides as many as four alternatives (although this is because the deprecated method does not have exact equivalents), Guava also specifies in the deprecation message when entities will be removed (e.g., “This method is scheduled for removal in Guava 16.0”, or “This method is scheduled for deletion in June 2013.”).

For Hibernate, all the messages provide a replacement, but most provide no rationale for it. The only exceptions are messages stating the advantages of a recommended database connection compared to the deprecated one.

For Spring, the messages provide a replacement (88) or state that the method is no longer needed (12). Spring is the only API that is consistent in specifying in which version of the API the methods were deprecated. On the other hand, most of the messages do not specify any rationale for the decision, except JDK version testing methods that are no longer needed since Spring does not run in early JDK versions anymore.

Overall, maintainers of popular APIs provide their clients with sufficient support to clients concerning deprecation. We found rationales as to why a method was deprecated, but not systematically. Replacement is the most commonly suggested solution; this is in contrast
to the actual behavior of clients who instead prefer removing references to deprecated entities as opposed to replacing them, as reported in Section 4.

9 RQ6: How are Clients Impacted by API Deprecation Policies?

During this study, we noticed that each API has its own way to deprecate features. It seems reasonable to think that this deprecation policy of features may impact a clients’ decision to adopt and react to these deprecated features. We thus decided to look at this particular issue in more detail.

9.1 Methodology

To see what different kind of policies of deprecation exist, we first aimed to look at the top 50 APIs that are popularly used by GitHub based Java projects, to get a sufficiently diverse set of APIs, with a sufficient number of clients that may react differently. However, looking at only the top 50 most popular APIs might have one downside: Given that many of the APIs have the same vendor, the deprecation policy adopted by the APIs from the same vendor may be similar. To overcome this limitation, we looked at the top 200 APIs in terms of popularity (ranked based on usage of the API among Java projects on GitHub) and selected the first 50 that had different vendors, this resulted in the APIs listed in Table 6.

Once the APIs had been selected we defined certain criteria to categorize their deprecation behavior on:

**Number of deprecated:** Number of unique features deprecated during the entire history of the API. The larger the number of features that are deprecated by an API, the larger the chance is that a client using that API will be affected by deprecation.

**Percentage of deprecated:** Percentage of total features deprecated during the entire history of the API. When an API deprecates a large portion of its features, there is a higher chance that it might deprecate features that are being used.

**Time to deprecate:** Median time, in days, taken to deprecate a feature from the moment it was introduced in the API. A long time to deprecate can indicate that API developers do not change their API at a fast pace. This fact can be reassuring to clients who are ensured the stability of the API and its features.

**Time to remove:** Median time, in days, taken to remove a deprecated feature after the moment at which it was deprecated. A short removal time gives API clients a very short window within which they can react to the deprecation of the feature, after which the change becomes a breaking change. A longer removal time may indicate that the API does not perform regular cleanup of its code.

**Rollbacks:** Number of times a deprecated method was marked in a future release as non-deprecated. A rollback may be performed because the API developers changed their mind about deprecating a feature. This would send a confusing signal to the API client as they cannot be sure about the future of the feature that they are using. Ideally, this behavior should be avoided, because it gives no clear indication about the future of a feature.

**Percentage of removed:** Percentage of deprecated features eventually removed from the API. A high percentage suggests that the API performs a lot of cleanup of its deprecated features. On the other hand, a low percentage indicates that the API is lax about removing deprecated features, thus allowing clients to assume they do not have to react to deprecation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Artifit ID</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junit</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>67,954</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slf4j-api</td>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>18,521</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log4j</td>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>17,421</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spring-core</td>
<td>Dependency injection</td>
<td>15,086</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mysql-connector-java</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>14,333</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>servlet-api</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>12,044</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jstl</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>12,007</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-io</td>
<td>IO utility</td>
<td>10,821</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guava</td>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>9542</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hibernate-entitymanager</td>
<td>Object relational mapper</td>
<td>8413</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logback-classic</td>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>7597</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mockito-all</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>7010</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-lang</td>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>6485</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackson-databind</td>
<td>JSON handling</td>
<td>5905</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>httpclient</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>5584</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-dbcp</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>5486</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joda-time</td>
<td>Time utility</td>
<td>5045</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-logging</td>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>4947</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspectjrt</td>
<td>Aspect oriented</td>
<td>4685</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testng</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>4485</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-codec</td>
<td>Codec utility</td>
<td>4337</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-fileupload</td>
<td>Fileupload utility</td>
<td>4001</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>3952</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postgresql</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>3816</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsqldb</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>3633</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validation-api</td>
<td>Bean validation</td>
<td>3509</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-collections</td>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>3406</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>json</td>
<td>JSON handling</td>
<td>2952</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamcrest-all</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>2867</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cglib</td>
<td>Bytecode generation</td>
<td>2816</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selenium-java</td>
<td>Browser</td>
<td>2694</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lombok</td>
<td>Eclipse</td>
<td>2472</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javassist</td>
<td>Bytecode generation/manipulation</td>
<td>2466</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jsoup</td>
<td>HTML parser</td>
<td>2333</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mybatis</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>2199</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard</td>
<td>Tagging library</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-beanutils</td>
<td>Java beans</td>
<td>2147</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mongo-java-driver</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>2077</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poi</td>
<td>File format manipulation</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-cli</td>
<td>Command line utility</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jersey-client</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dom4j</td>
<td>HTML parser</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3p0</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6  (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Artifact ID</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commons-httpclient</td>
<td>HTTP Client</td>
<td>1676</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primefaces</td>
<td>UI building</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-pool</td>
<td>Object pooling</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guice</td>
<td>Dependency injection</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freemarker</td>
<td>Java beans</td>
<td>1531</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertj-core</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>1527</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easymock</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of never-removed:** Number of deprecated features that were never removed from the API and that are still present despite being deprecated. An API leaving a lot of its deprecated features never-removed may signal that the client should not worry about their code breaking in the near future. Ideally, this number should be quite high given that the traditional pattern of deprecation is to first deprecate a feature and then after an interval remove it from the API.

**Average deprecations per version:** Average number of features deprecated per version of the API. A high average number of deprecations per version tells us that the API is very volatile, which might factor into a client’s decision on upgrading the version of the API being used.

**Average removals per version:** Average number of deprecated features removed per version of the API. If the removals per version are high, then this adversely impacts a client’s decision to change the version being used as making a change ensures that their code would break.

### 9.2 Clustering

Using these dimensions, we can run a clustering algorithm on the APIs to see whether clusters emerge and their nature. The most widespread clustering algorithm which fits our model is \( k \)-means (Lloyd 1982). The \( k \)-means clustering algorithm aims to partition a set of elements into \( k \) clusters where each element in the set belongs to a cluster with the nearest mean. One issue with this clustering technique which is unsupervised, is the estimation of the number of clusters to be produced. To do so we choose to use the elbow method (Mooi and Sarstedt 2010), that allows for a visual estimation of the value of \( k \).

The elbow method looks at the percentage of variance explained as a function of the number of clusters. After a point, adding more clusters in the \( k \)-means algorithm should not result in a better estimation of the data. Using this technique, we calculated the sum of squares within each cluster for each number of clusters (where the number of clusters varied from 1 to 15) provided to \( k \)-means algorithm and plotted these sums. Looking at the plot, we determined that the number of clusters that best describes our data is 7. Using this value as our input for the \( k \)-means algorithm, we could establish what the clusters are, what are the characteristics of these clusters, and which APIs belongs to them.

In Fig. 8, we see a silhouette plot of the clusters that we have obtained from our data. A silhouette plot essentially provides a succinct graphical representation of how well each object lies within its cluster. The silhouette value is a measure of how similar an object is to its own cluster (cohesion) compared to other clusters (separation). The silhouette ranges
Fig. 8 Silhouette plot of the 7 clusters

from $-1$ to $1$, where a high value indicates that the object is well matched to its own cluster and poorly matched to neighboring clusters. If most objects have a high value, then the clustering configuration is appropriate.

Looking at Fig. 8 we see that our clusters are separate from each other. In most cases, the silhouette values are positive and high. There are only 4 negatives in each cluster, thus indicating that most objects in each cluster are matched with the others. We see that there are two clusters with just one API each (Apache commons-collections and Java), these APIs appear to be outliers in our dataset, in particular, this was expected in the case of the JDK API.

9.3 Results

We use the dimensions listed above to characterize an API’s policy of deprecating its features. The goal is to create a categorization of the APIs that are under consideration. Analyzing the clusters, we derive the defining characteristics of a project that falls in each cluster, and how the clients of such a project might potentially react. A summary of this can be found in Table 7. To not bias ourselves, we choose to not look at the APIs that we have already studied so that we do not allow our previous results to dictate the properties of each cluster. In the following we describe the characteristics of each cluster and discuss their potential implications:

Cluster 1: In this cluster (2 elements), the deprecation times and the removal times are both more than 10 years, as opposed to cluster 7 where the deprecation and removal times were less than 3 years. This implies that in this case when the APIs in this cluster deprecate or remove a feature, it is often those features that were introduced early in the API that are affected. However, these APIs also
Table 7  Summary of clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Number of APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very high deprecation time and removal time</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Large portions of the API are deprecated</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Deprecated features are removed with urgency</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deprecate very little and take a very long time to do so</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Deprecate a lot at the time of introduction, most likely for experimental features</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Deprecates a lot of features, many of which that are not too old</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Features are not deprecated or removed very easily</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deprecate very few features in total and less than 6 features per version. Thus, the scope of a client being affected by deprecation is minimal at best.

Cluster 2: This cluster has only one element. This API (Apache Commons-collections) is the one out of all 50 APIs that deprecates the largest percentage (30%) of its API in its history. The median times for deprecation and removal are also really low for this API, and in many instances, features are introduced in a deprecated state. This API is also very good at cleaning up its code base by removing 83% of all deprecated features at some future release. Given the large usage of deprecation in this API, we can conclude that clients have to be wary about what feature they use.

Cluster 3: The APIs that fall into this cluster (15 elements) usually have a high median time to deprecate a feature (more than 2 years), but on the other hand have a short period to remove the feature (less than 30 days). This gives a client limited opportunity to react to a deprecation as the deprecated entity will likely be removed in an upcoming release. This might influence a client to not upgrade the version of the API being used.

Cluster 4: There is just one element in this cluster: The JDK API. This cluster is characterized by the fact that a very small percentage of the API is deprecated (less than 1%), and for the features that have been deprecated, there are 621 rollbacks in deprecation in its lifetime. The median time to deprecate is less than 3 years, and in the event there are removals of a deprecated entity, then the time to remove is very long, more than 6 years. The number of deprecations per version is high in comparison to other clusters, so is the number of features removed per version. Given that a very small percentage of the API is deprecated and the removal time being high, we suppose that clients of this API are not affected by deprecation to a large extent and those that are affected do not react at all.

Cluster 5: In this cluster (21 elements), we see the most number of APIs. All these APIs in general do not deprecate a large percentage of their APIs. However, when they do, it is generally done immediately after the introduction of the feature. This generally affects only those features that have been introduced later in the API’s life. Thus, only those clients that adopt the latest feature are going to be the ones that are affected to a great extent. But given the fact that very few features are deprecated, we assume the number of affected clients to be very low for these APIs.
Cluster 6: In this cluster (7 elements), the APIs have a low median deprecation time and median removal time both under 40 days. At the same time, the projects in this cluster deprecate quite a lot of methods per version. Many features that are new and introduced in one release are generally deprecated and rendered obsolete in the immediate future. This kind of behavior may discourage a client from adopting new features of the API, due to the fear of being forced to update in the near future. Thus, for the APIs here we should see minimal clients affected by deprecation as most might not even adopt the features that get deprecated.

Cluster 7: This cluster (6 elements) is characterized by median removal and deprecation times higher than 3 years, thus giving the clients of the APIs in this category the safety of not having to worry about their code breaking in any manner. This policy may not incentivize clients of the API to react to a deprecated feature.

Based on the cluster definitions we make the following hypotheses, which can be tested in future work:

**Hypothesis 1:** Clients of cluster 1, 4 and 7 do not react to deprecated entities as opposed to clients of APIs that belong to other clusters.

**Hypothesis 2:** Clients of cluster 3 will react to deprecation with a low reaction time, otherwise, their code will break.

**Hypothesis 3:** Clients of cluster 6 will not adopt newer features since these features are the ones that are generally deprecated.

**Hypothesis 4:** Clients of cluster 5 will not be affected by deprecation due to the fact a lot of features are experimental and marked as deprecated due to this.

**Hypothesis 5:** Clients of cluster 2 will be affected by deprecation regularly due to the fact that the API deprecates a lot.

In Table 8 we see in the category into which each of the APIs that we study fits into. In the case of Guava and Hibernate, both fall into cluster 3. We expect to see their clients not upgrading to the latest version of the API in most cases. This is reflected in the results of RQ0 as well, where we see that both for Guava and Hibernate the latest releases has very minimal adoption, whereas older releases have been adopted to a much larger extent.

Spring fits into the seventh cluster, where the clients are not expected to be impacted by deprecation. We see that reflected in the results of RQ1, where Spring has the least

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Number deprecated</th>
<th>Percentage deprecated</th>
<th>Time to deprecate</th>
<th>Time to remove</th>
<th>Rollbacks</th>
<th>Percentage removed</th>
<th>Number unremoved</th>
<th>Average deprecations per version</th>
<th>Average removals per version</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1454</td>
<td>1456</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernate</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guava</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easymock</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>3456</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
number (and percentage) of clients affected by deprecation. This is to the credit of the Spring developers who have adopted a policy that does not have any adverse impact on its clients.

Easymock falls into cluster 6, and here we expect to see a minimal number of clients to be affected, given that only new features are deprecated, whereas the ones that were originally introduced are not necessarily deprecated by the API. However, we see from RQ1 that there are many clients affected by deprecation. This might indicate that it is not only new features that are being deprecated in Easymock. This result makes Easymock an imperfect fit for the cluster. Looking at Fig. 8, this does indeed appear to be the case, all elements in cluster 6 do not appear to fit with each other to make it a homogeneous cluster. Given that we did not allow our cluster definition to be defined by the data that we already had in place, it is to be expected that for some of these APIs, the cluster fit would be imperfect.

10 Summary of Findings

We first investigated how many API clients actively maintain their projects by updating their dependencies. We found that, for all the APIs including the JDK API, only a minority of clients upgrade/change the version of the API they use. As a direct consequence of this, older versions of APIs are more popular than newer ones.

We then looked at the number of projects that are affected by deprecation. We focused on projects that change version and are affected by deprecation as they are the ones that show a full range of reactions. Clients of Guava, Easymock, and Hibernate (to a lesser degree) were the ones that were most affected, whereas clients of Spring were virtually unaffected by deprecation. For Guice, we could find no data due to Guice’s aggressive deprecation policy. In the case of the JDK API, we found very few clients to be affected, but none of them changed versions, thus we could not analyze their reaction data. We also found that for most of the clients that were affected, they introduced a call to a deprecated entity, despite knowing that it was deprecated.

Looking at the reaction behavior of these clients, we saw that ‘deletion’ was the most popular way to react to a deprecated entity. Replacements were seldom performed, and finding systematic replacements was rarer. This is despite the fact that these APIs provide excellent documentation that should aid in the replacement of a deprecated feature. When a reaction did take place, it was usually almost right after it was first marked as deprecated.

As a final step, we looked at how the different APIs deprecate their features and how such a deprecation policy can impact a client. We clustered 50 APIs based on certain characteristics (such as the number of deprecated API elements, and the time to remove deprecated API elements), and documented the patterns that emerged in seven clusters. For each cluster, we define its primary characteristic and predict the behavior of a client that uses an API that belongs to the clusters, leading to five hypotheses that can be confirmed or infirmed in future work. We see that in the case of Guava, Hibernate and Spring clients our clusters fit perfectly. However, in the case of Easymock, the fit is not as good. This suggests that further investigation is needed in this case.

11 Discussion

We now discuss our main findings and contrast them with the findings of the Smalltalk study we expand upon. Based on this, we give recommendations on future research directions.
11.1 Comparison with the Deprecation Study on Smalltalk

Contrasting our results with those of the study we partially replicate, several interesting findings emerge:

11.1.1 Proportion of Deprecated Methods Affecting Clients

Both studies found that only a small proportion of deprecated methods affects clients. In the case of Smalltalk, this proportion is below 15%, but in our results we found it to be around 10%. Considering that the two studies investigate two largely different ecosystems, languages, and communities, this similarity is noteworthy. Even though API developers do not know exactly how their clients use the methods they write and would be interested in this information (Begel and Zimmermann 2014), the functionalities API developers deprecate are mostly unused by the clients, thus deprecation causes few problems. Nevertheless, this also suggests that most effort that API developers make in properly deprecating some methods and documenting alternatives is not actually necessary: API developers, in most of the cases, could directly remove the methods they instead diligently deprecate.

11.1.2 Not Reacting to Deprecation

Despite the differences in the deprecation mechanisms and warnings, most of the clients in both studies do not react to deprecation. In this study, we could also quantify the impact of deprecation should clients decide to upgrade their API versions and find that, in some cases, the impact would be very high.

By not reacting to deprecated calls, we see that the technical debt accrued can grow to large and unmanageable proportions (e.g., one Hibernate client would have to change 17,471 API invocations).

One reason behind the non-reaction to deprecation might be that some of these deprecated entities find themselves in dead-code regions of API client code as opposed to essential parts. This might impact the client’s decision to react. However, the impact of this is hard to determine given that the cost of executing thousands of API clients in representative execution scenarios is prohibitive (assuming it is even possible in the first place).

We see that in many cases the preferred way to react to deprecation is by deleting the invocation. This reaction pattern might be due some APIs advising that the deprecated feature need not be used anymore and can be safely deleted with no replacement. The impact of this might be quite high given our findings in Section 8.

We also found more counter-reactions (i.e., adding more calls to methods that are known to be deprecated) than for Smalltalk clients. This may be related to the way in which the two platforms raise deprecation warnings: In Java, a deprecation gives a compile-time warning that can be easily ignored, while in Smalltalk, some deprecations lead to run-time errors, which require intervention.

11.1.3 Systematic Changes and Deprecation Messages

The Smalltalk study found that in a large number of cases, most clients conduct systematic replacements to deprecated API elements. In our study, we find that, instead, replacements are not that common. We deem this difference to be extremely surprising. In fact, the clients we consider have access to very precise documentation that should act as an aid in the
transition from a deprecated API artifact to one that is not deprecated; while this is not the case for Smalltalk, where only half of the deprecation messages were deemed as useful. This seems to indicate that proper documentation is not a good enough incentive for API clients to adopt a correct behavior, also from a maintenance perspective, when facing deprecated methods. As an indication to developers of language platforms, we have some evidence to suggest more stringent policies on how deprecation impacts clients’ run-time behavior.

11.1.4 Clients of Deprecated Methods

Overall, we see in the behavior of API clients that deprecation mechanisms are not ideal. We thought of two reasons for this: (1) developers of clients do not see the importance of removing references to deprecated artifacts, and (2) current incentives are not working to overcome this situation. Incentives could be both in the behavior of the API introducing deprecated calls and in the restriction posed by the engineers of the language. This situation highlights the need for further research on this topic to understand whether and how deprecation could be revisited to have a more positive impact on keeping low technical debt and improve maintainability of software systems. In Section 11.4 we detail some of the first steps in this direction, clearly emerging from the findings in our study.

11.2 Comparison Between Third-Party APIs and the JDK API

We observe that deprecations in the JDK do not affect the JDK clients to a large degree. Only 4 out of 58 projects are affected by deprecation and all these 4 introduced a call to the deprecated artifact despite knowing that it was deprecated. Such a low proportion of JDK clients being affected was an unexpected finding, we rationalize it with the following hypotheses:

11.2.1 Early Deprecation of Popular JDK Features

Some of the more popular or used features of the JDK that have been deprecated, were deprecated in JDK 1.1 (e.g., the Java Date API). For these features, replacement features have been readily available for a long time. As a sanity check, we looked for the usages of the Date class in our database on API usages that was mined from GitHub based data. There we see that only 47 projects ever use this class out of 65,437 Java based projects. This indicates that almost all clients already use the replacement features instead of the features that have been deprecated a long time ago.

11.2.2 Nature of Deprecated Features

Manually analyzing the list of features deprecated in the JDK, we found that many of these features belong to the awt and swing sub-systems. Both these sub-systems provide GUI features for developers. The nature of the projects hosted on Maven Central is such that most of these projects do not provide a graphical interface as they are, in most cases, intended to be used as libraries. Nevertheless, the analysis of the 65,437 GitHub clients also shows the same behavior, thus mitigating the risk of a sample selection bias. Other than just GUI features, the JDK also has internal features and security features that have been deprecated. These are not intended for public use, hence, we do not see these among the projects that we investigate.
11.2.3 Nature of Projects

Our dataset contains all the projects from Maven Central. The fact that a project is released in an official site such as Maven Central indicates that high level of adherence to Software engineering practices among its developers. Given that these projects are in the public eye, and free for all to reuse, developers of these projects must have made every effort to ensure high code quality. This might have resulted in us seeing such low usage of deprecated features. Moreover, our dataset contains information on over 56,000 projects, and for each project, we have data on each release. However, we do not have any information at commit level. This might prevent us from detecting real time usage of a deprecated artifact and any reaction that might take place. All usages of deprecated features might have been taken out by the time the release is made to Maven Central. Thus, we might miss some deprecation information. Nevertheless, results from the 65,437 GitHub clients are in line with the findings from Maven Central.

11.2.4 Documentation of the JDK

The JDK API is the best-documented API out of the ones that we have studied in this paper. They have detailed reasons behind every deprecation, thus allowing a developer to make an informed choice on reacting to the deprecation. This documentation also mentions the replacement feature that should be used in the event that a developer would like to react to the deprecated feature. Java is also one of the most popular languages in the world (http://www.tiobe.com/tiobe_index 2017; http://pypl.github.io 2017), thus leading to the generation of a large amount of community-based documentation (e.g., Stackoverflow, blog posts, and books) that provide a developer with every aid imaginable to use the Java API in the right manner. Also, Java is one of Oracle’s most important projects and the company ensures that there are plenty of programming guides available on its own website. This amount of developer support could be one of the reasons why we see very few projects who are affected by deprecation.

11.2.5 Deprecation Policy in JDK

The Java developers have made a commitment to not removing deprecated features in any current or future release (http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/compatibility-417013.html#incompatibilities 2017). However, the JDK developers recommend removing all the deprecated features as soon as possible. The main reason they keep deprecated features is to ensure backward source code compatibility with previous versions. This does not act as an incentive for a developer to change the version of the JDK being used, hence, it might result in fewer projects changing the JDK version and being affected by deprecation.

11.3 Impact of Deprecation Policy

We see in RQ6 that different APIs deprecate their features in different manners. They all differ in terms of time taken to deprecate a feature or remove a feature or the number of features that are removed from the API. Based on different characteristics that we define, we find that we can cluster 50 APIs into 7 distinct clusters, each with their own defining characteristic.
We see that in the case of Guava, Spring, and Hibernate, the clients react as predicted by the clusters in which these APIs found themselves. However, in the case of Easymock, we do not see the expected behavior among its clients. This tells us that the clusters are not perfect in every case and may have to be expanded upon by studying more APIs. However, what we do see is that the deprecation policy adopted by an API does indeed have an impact on its clients, thus providing API developers with an insight into how the deprecation policy they adopt affects a client and what policy they should adopt in the event they want to minimize the impact on their client.

11.4 Future Research Directions

Below we enumerate a couple of promising future lines of research worth pursuing:

11.4.1 If it ain’t Broke, don’t Fix it

We were surprised that so many projects did not update their API versions. Those that often do it slowly, as we saw in the cases of Easymock or Guice. Developers also routinely leave deprecated method calls in their code base despite the warnings and even often add new calls. This is despite all the APIs providing precise instructions on which replacements to use. As such the effort to upgrade to a new version piles up. Studies can be designed and carried out to determine the reasons for these choices, thus indicating how future implementations of deprecation can give better incentives to clients of deprecated methods.

11.4.2 Further Investigating the Deprecation Policies

We see that different APIs do actually adopt different deprecation strategies and this appears to have an impact on the clients of these APIs. However, we have been only able to discuss this for the APIs in our analysis. As a further step, one could assess the impact of deprecation policies on the clients for all the APIs that were used to make the clustering. This would reinforce the idea of deprecation policies and their impact on a client.

11.4.3 Impact of Deprecation Messages

We also wonder if the deprecation messages that Guava has, which explicitly state when the method will be removed, could act as a double-edged sword: Part of the clients could be motivated to upgrade quickly, while others may be discouraged and not update the API or roll back. In the case of Easymock, the particular deprecated method that has no documented alternative may be a roadblock to upgrade. Studies can be devised to better understand the role of deprecation messages and their real effectiveness.

11.4.4 Volume of Available Documentation

In the case of popular APIs such as the JDK API or JUnit, there is a large amount of documentation that is available. This might impact the reaction pattern to deprecation given that there is likely some document artifact that addresses how to react to a deprecated entity. On the other hand, for smaller or less popular APIs which do not have as much community documentation or vendor based documentation, support for the developer might not be available. Overall, the volume of API documentation might impact the reaction pattern to deprecation, a fact that warrants future investigation.
11.5 Threats to Validity

Since we do not detect deprecation that is only specified by Javadoc tags, we may underestimate the impact of API deprecation in some cases. To quantify the size of this threat, we manually checked each API and found that this is an issue only for Hibernate before version 4, while the other APIs are unaffected. For this reason, a fraction of Hibernate clients could have some inaccuracies. We considered crawling the online Javadoc of Hibernate to recover these tags, but we found that the Javadoc of some versions of the API were missing (e.g., version 3.1.9).

Even though our findings are focused on the clients, for which we have a statistically significant sample, some of the results depend on the analyzed APIs (such as the impact of the API deprecation strategies on the clients). As we suggested earlier in this section, further studies could be conducted to investigate these aspects.

The use of projects from GitHub leads to a number of threats, as documented by Kalliamvakou et al. (2014). In our data collection, we tried to mitigate these biases (e.g., we only selected active projects), but some limitations are still present. The projects are all open-source and some may be personal projects where maintenance may not be a priority. GitHub projects may be toy projects or not projects at all (still from Kalliamvakou et al. 2014); we think this is unlikely, as we only select projects that use Maven: these are by definition Java projects, and, by using Maven, show that they adhere to a minimum of software engineering practices.

Projects on Maven central need not always follow the same name. There are occasions where a project has renamed itself to another artifact ID or to another group ID. There is no automated way to keep up with these renames, as this information is unavailable on Maven central. Due to this, for certain project we might miss out on their evolution and thus might misclassify their reaction pattern w.r.t JDK deprecations.

The projects on Maven Central were expected to adhere to semantic versioning when releasing different versions of their projects. However, previous work by Raemaekers et al. (2014) shows that only 50% of the projects on Maven Central use the versioning system in the right way. Due to this, we can not and did not rely on version numbers of the various projects under study to ensure that they are ordered in the right way when we analyze their evolution. To overcome this we use the release date as a way to order the versions. However, this might not be accurate given that in some cases a relase pertaining to major version 3 might be made after a release to major version 4. This might impact the accuracy of our results, however, a manual inspection showed that the former case happens in a very small percentage of cases, thus the impact on our results appeared to be negligible.

Finally, we only look at the master branch of the projects. We assume that projects follow the git convention that the master branch is the latest working copy of the code (Chacon 2009). However, we may be missing reactions to API deprecations that have not yet been merged in the main branch.

12 Related Work

12.1 Studies of API Evolution

Several works study or discuss API evolution, the policies that regard it, and their impact on API developers and clients.
When it comes to an API, one of the first decisions is what to leave out. Many projects have so-called internal APIs, that, despite being publically accessible, are reserved for internal usage by the project (Businge et al. 2013a). They are not intended to be used by clients and may change without warning from one release to the next. Businge et al. (2013a) found that 44% of 512 Eclipse plugins that they analyzed used internal Eclipse APIs, a finding echoed in a larger study by Hora et al. (2016), that found that 23.5% of 9,702 Eclipse client projects on GitHub used internal APIs. Shedding more light on the issue, a survey by Businge et al. (2013b) found that 70% of 30 respondents used internal APIs because they couldn’t find a public API with the equivalent functionality, and re-implementation of the functionality would be too costly. Hora et al. (2016) observed that some internal APIs were later promoted to public APIs, and presented an approach to recommend internal APIs for promotion. These findings agree with our study, in that they also show that maintainability often takes a back to functionality, a fact reflected in the unwillingness to update APIs, which can lead to considerable technical debt.

Studies closely related to this paper (i.e., Robbes et al. 2012 and Hora et al. 2015), that deal with deprecation policies of APIs and their impact on API clients have been performed on the Pharo ecosystem. The first study focused on API deprecations and their impact on the entire Pharo ecosystem. The second study focused on API changes that were not marked as deprecations beforehand. They look at the APIs policy to change features and the impact these changes have on the client.

Brito et al. (2016) analyze deprecation messages in more than 600 Java systems, finding that 64% of deprecated methods have replacement messages. This implies that API clients are provided with support when reacting to deprecation.

While neither Brito’s study nor ours look extensively into the reasons why API elements are deprecated, other works did. Hou and Yao (2011) studied release notes of the JDK, AWT and Swing APIs, looking for rationales for the evolution of the APIs. In the case of deprecated API elements, several reasons were evoked: Conformance to API naming conventions, naming improvements (increasing precision, conciseness, fixing typos), simplification of the API, coupling reduction, improving encapsulation, or replacement of functionality. Of note, a small portion of APIs elements was deleted without replacements. Our manual analysis of deprecation messages found that was also the case in the APIs that we studied. We found relatively few rationales for deletion of API elements, with the most common reason being that the method concerned was no longer needed.

The versioning policy adopted by an API might give an API client an indication as to what kind of changes could be expected in that version. To that end, Raemaekers et al. investigated the relation among breaking changes, deprecation, and the semantic versioning policy adopted by an API (Raemaekers et al. 2012). They found that API developers introduce deprecated artifacts and breaking changes in equal measure across both minor and major API versions, thus not allowing clients to predict API stability from semantic versioning.

The evolution policy of Android APIs has been extensively studied. McDonnell et al. (2013) investigate stability and adoption of the Android API on 10 systems; the API changes are derived from Android documentation. They found that the Android API’s policy of evolving quickly leads to clients having troubles catching up with the evolution. Linares-Vásquez et al. also study the changes in Android, but from the perspective of questions and answers on Stack Overflow (Linares-Vásquez et al. 2014), not API clients directly. Bavota et al. (2015) study how changes in the APIs of mobile apps (responsible for defects if not reacted upon) correlate with user ratings: successful applications depended on less
change-prone APIs. This is one of the few large-scale studies, with more than 5,000 API applications.

Web based API evolution policies have also been studied. Wang et al. (2014) study the specific case of the evolution of 11 REST APIs. Instead of analyzing API clients, they also collect questions and answers from Stack Overflow that concern the changing API elements. Among the studies considering clients of web APIs, we find for example the one by Espinha et al. (2015), who study 43 mobile client applications depending on web APIs and how they respond to web API evolution.

APIs also break. Dig and Johnson studied and classified the API breaking changes in 4 APIs (Dig and Johnson 2006); they did not investigate their impact on clients. They found that 80% of the changes were due to refactorings. Cossette and Walker (2012) studied five Java APIs to evaluate how API evolution recommenders would perform in the cases of API breaking changes. They found that all recommenders handle a subset of the cases, but that none of them could handle all the cases they referenced.

In a large-scale study of 317 APIs, Xavier et al. (2017) found that for the median library, 14.78% of API changes break compatibility with its previous versions and that the frequency of these changes increased over time. However, not that many clients were impacted by these breaking changes (median of 2.54%). On the topic of breaking APIs, Bogart et al. (2016) conducted interviews with API developers in 3 software ecosystems: Eclipse, npm, and R/CRAN. They found that each ecosystem had a different set of values that influenced their policies and their decisions of whether to break the API or not. In the Eclipse ecosystem, developers were very reluctant to break APIs, strongly favoring backward compatibility; some methods were still present after being deprecated for more than 10 years. The R/CRAN ecosystem places emphasis on the ease of installation of packages by end-users, so packages are extensively tested to see if they work. As a result, API developers notify their clients of the coming API changes, and may also coordinate with them to quickly resolve issues, a finding also echoed by Decan et al. (2017). Finally, the npm ecosystem values ease of change for API developers. Following semantic versioning, breaking the API can be done by changing the major version number of the package. Since packages stay in the repository, clients are free to upgrade or not when this happens.

Regarding the clusters of APIs that we found, APIs in clusters 1, 4, and 7 seem wary of imposing too much work on their clients, and as such seem closer to the strategy employed in the Eclipse ecosystem. APIs in Cluster 5 behave somewhat similarly, at least for older API elements. On the other hand, the APIs in clusters 2, 3, and 6 are much less wary of deprecating entities, similarly, to the npm and R/CRAN ecosystems.

Bogart et al. (2016) also detail some strategies clients use to cope with change, including actively monitoring APIs for changes, doing so reactively, and limiting the number of dependencies to APIs. The latter can go to the extreme of keeping a local copy of the API to avoid migrating to a newer version in the case of R/CRAN. Another behavior is observed by Decan et al. (2016) in the case of R/CRAN: the rigid policy of forcing all packages to work together can become burdensome. Indeed, since packages have to react to API changes, the coordination and reaction costs can be excessive. As a result, an increasing number of R packages are now primarily found on GitHub, not CRAN, meaning that the developers are not affected by R/CRAN’s strict policies.

Decan et al. (2017) also investigated the evolution of the package dependencies in the npm, CRAN, and RubyGems ecosystems. An interesting finding in the context of this paper is the increasing tendency in the npm and (to a lesser extent) RubyGems packages to specify maximal version constraints. This means that some package maintainer specifies a maximal version number of the packages they depend on, to shield themselves from future updates.
that might force them to react to breaking changes. This strategy is complementary to the strategies documented by Bogart et al. mentioned above. They note that this behavior was not observed in R/CRAN, where a single version of each package—the latest—is stored at any given time, so specifying a specific version is of limited usefulness; package maintainers have to update anyways. In this study, we found that a large number of API clients did not update their API version (the exception being Spring), which seems to go along the lines of the behavior observed by Decan.

12.2 Mining of API Usage

Studies that present approaches to mining API usage from client code are related to our work, especially with respect to the data collection methodology.

One of the earliest works done in this field is the work of Xie and Pei (2006), where they developed a tool called MAPO (Mining API usage Pattern from Open source repositories). MAPO mines code search engines for API usage samples and presents the results to the developer for inspection.

Mileva et al. (2010) worked in the field of API popularity; they looked at the dependencies of projects hosted on Apache and Sourceforge. Based on this information they ranked the usage of API elements such as methods and classes. This allowed them to predict the popularity trend of APIs and their elements.

Hou and Pletcher (2010, 2011) used a popularity based approach to improve code completion. They developed a tool that gave code completion suggestions based on the frequency with which a certain class or method of an API was used in the APIs ecosystem.

Lämmel et al. (2011) mine usages of popular Java APIs by crawling SourceForge to create a corpus of usage examples that form a basis for a study on API evolution. The API usages are mined using type resolved Java ASTs, and these usages are stored in a database.

12.3 Supporting API Evolution

Beyond empirical studies on API evolution, researchers have proposed several approaches to support API evolution and reduce the efforts of client developers. Chow and Notkin (1996) present an approach where the API developers annotate changed methods with replacement rules that will be used to update client systems. Henkel and Diwan (2005) propose CatchUp!, a tool using an IDE to capture and replay refactorings related to the API evolution. Dig et al. (2007) propose a refactoring-aware version control system for the same purposes.

Dagenais and Robillard observe the framework’s evolution to make API change recommendations (Dagenais and Robillard 2008), while Schäfer et al. observe the client’s evolution (Schäfer et al. 2008). Wu et al. present a hybrid approach (Wu et al. 2010) that includes textual similarity.

Nguyen et al. (2010) propose a tool (LibSync) that uses graph-based techniques to help developers migrate from one framework version to another.

Finally, Holmes and Walker notify developers of external changes to focus their attention on these events (Holmes and Walker 2010).

13 Conclusion

We have presented an empirical study on the effect of deprecation of Java API artifacts on their clients. This work expands upon a similar study done on the Smalltalk ecosystem. The
main differences between the two studies is in the type systems of the language targeted (static type vs dynamic type), the scale of the dataset (25,357 vs 2600 clients) and the nature of the dataset (third-party APIs vs third-party and language APIs).

We found that few API clients update the API version that they use. In addition, the percentage of clients that are affected by deprecated entities is less than 20% for most APIs—except for Spring where the percentage was unusually low. In the case of the JDK API, we saw that only 4 clients were affected, and all of them were affected by deprecation because they introduced a call to the deprecated entity at the time it was already deprecated, thereby limiting the probability of a reaction from these clients.

Most clients that are affected do not typically react to the deprecated entity, but when a reaction does take place it is—surprisingly—preferred to react by deletion of the offending invocation as opposed to replacing it with recommended functionality. When clients do not upgrade their API versions, they silently accumulate a potentially large amount of technical debt in the form of future API changes when they do finally upgrade; we suspect this can serve as an incentive not to upgrade at all.

The results of this study are in some respects similar to that of the Smalltalk study. This comes as a surprise to us as we expected that the reactions to deprecations by clients would be more prevalent, owing to the fact that Java is a statically typed language. On the other hand, we found that the number of replacements in Smalltalk was higher than in Java, despite Java APIs being better documented. In this study, we also studied how clients of a language API (JDK API) are affected by deprecation, and we see that in contrast to Smalltalk APIs, clients are rarely affected by deprecation. We also went further and looked at the impact of deprecation policies on the reactions of clients, and found that an API’s policy on deprecation may have a major role to play in a client’s decision to react. This leads us to question as future work what the reasons behind this are and what can be improved in Java to change this.

This study is the first to analyze the client reaction behavior to deprecated entities in a statically-typed and mainstream language like Java. The conclusions drawn in this study are based on a dataset derived from mining type-checked API usages from a large set of clients. From the data we gathered, we conclude that deprecation mechanisms as implemented in Java do not provide the right incentives for most developers to migrate away from the deprecated API elements, even with the downsides that using deprecated entities entail.
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